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tity and Eq. (9) leads to

m -4m +3m =0,
ZA E8

nz F -4m I" + 3m I"
Ay w KA + E8 ~8 =0.

Solving Eqs. (5) and (10) together, we find
the solutions to be either

p 2 Q 2 Q 2

K

or

2=m 2=m 2 (12)

Since the masses of mesons are nondegener-
ate, we thus conclude that the leptonic-decay
amplitudes F

p
are nonrenormalizable to the

first order in the SU(3)-symmetry breaking.
In summary, we show that, by solving the

spectral-function sum rules consistently, the
ratio I"~/Ev is found still to be unity in the
first order of SU(3) breaking.
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In weak interactions, the leptonic currents
Jg are considered to be well described by ex-
act V-A theory, ' where

[0i r4r (1+r5)0 ]. (1)
5 ~&

This form implies, in particular, (a) conser-
vation of leptons and (b) absence of neutral and

doubly charged leptonic currents. The exper-
imental evidence to date which corroborates
these requirements has involved the study of
processes which involve (i) LS=O, ILQi =1,
and IALl =2, such as nuclear double-beta de-
cays, '~~ neutrino experiments at nuclear reac-
tors, and p, + production from high energy v&-
nucleon reactions', (ii) b,S =0 and ) AL j = 1,
such as neutrinoless muon beta decays, ' muon-

nucleon collisions, ' and e production from
high energy v&-nucleon reactions; and (iii)
)AS[ = 1 and AQ = AL = 0, such as leptonic or
semileptonic kaon decays. ' The experimental
results' ' are consistent with the absolute for-
biddenness of j b,L ) = 1 and 2, where

b,L=K(ZL ) or b. (ZL )e

alld

L =+1 for e, p
e e'

=0 for other particles;
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=+1 for p, , v

=-1 for p, +, v

=0 for other particles

are the lepton numbers. ' However, the exper-
imental limits on the absence of I ALI =2 are
much less stringent than those for lb, LI = l.

If weak reactions involving

ICOSI

=1, IMI

IRAQI

=2, and IALI =2 such as

(2)

exist, then they would lead to violation of the
lepton conservation law with additive quantum
numbers, and doubly charged lepton currents
would be allowed independent of any detailed
theory on the nature of the neutrino. ~'

In this paper, we report an upper limit for
the branching ratio

R -=I'(K -m+e e )/I'(K - all)

on the basis of a systematic analysis of 65000
decaying K mesons in the 30-in. Columbia-
Brookhaven National Laboratory hydrogen bub-
ble chamber. " As no examples of K -~+e e
were found, we estimate that R & 1.5x 10 ' (with
65% confidence). This number is obtained us-
ing the number~ of tau decays observed (3600)
and the tau-decay branching ratio. '

As possible candidates for the decay K
-7t+e e, we considered all three-prong events
that are consistent with momentum conserva-
tion. This requirement essentially eliminat-
ed all events with neutrals in the final state
and spurious events, without causing any se-
rious bias against the real K —7t+e e events. "
All three-prong events having a momentum
imbalance transverse to the K direction of
less than 30 MeV/c were assumed to correspond
to decays of the type K -m+x z . Energy
conservation permitted us calculate the mass
of the x particle for each event. The spectrum
in the square of the z mass shown in Fig. 1

gives no clear indication of any decay mode
other than K -7t+m m . All events having an

-mass squared in the vicinity of the square
of the electron mass were kinematically fitted
to a number of hypotheses using the program
SQUAW. The hypotheses tried include the fol-
lowing'.
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For two events, good fits were obtained to Re-
action (5); however, in both cases Reaction
(6) also gave a good fit. Both of these events
were unambiguously identified as correspond-
ing to Reaction (6) on the basis of ionization,
thus leaving no candidates for the decay K
—m+e e

We believe that our overall efficiency for
detecting such events (if they existed) is the
same as our overall detection efficiency for
tau decays. Our quoted upper limit for the K-m+e e branching ratio is then independent
of this efficiency. The same factors that might
lead to a difference in the detection efficien-
cies between Reactions (4) and (5) would also
presumably cause a similar difference in de-
tection efficiencies between Reactions (4) and
(6)." We have used a sample of the data to
determine the ratio of the detection efficien-
cies between Reactions (4) and (6), using the
number of tau decays in the sample (820) and
the number of K„2 decays with internal conver-
sions (34), as determined from kinematical
fits. Using the published branching ratios' for
Reactions (4) and (6), we obtain y= e4/e, =1.11
+ 0.18 for the ratio of the detection efficiencies

K- -~+m-~-,

K —m+e e

K -m 7t' followed by ~'-ye+e

(4)

(6)

FIG. 1. The mass-squared distribution for x cal-
culated, in units of pion-mass squared, from the reac-
tion K —7I+x x . This plot contains 4783 three-
prong events having a momentum imbalance transverse
to the K direction of motion less than 30 MeV/c.
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=7.2] x10' sec—', (8)

where $ = (Gpp/Gp)', p = ratio of the phase spac-
es for the two decay processes, the factor 2

represents the indistinguishability of the two
identical leptons in the final states of (2), Gp
=the Fermi coupling constant, and Gpp =the
constant characterizing the coupling strength
between a hardronic current with I AS I = 1,
Ib, Q( =2, (AII = —„and a doubly charged lepton-
ic current. " Therefore, from (3), (8), and
total decay rate of (K —all), we find"

g & 1.69x10 (9)

This result shows that the present experimen-
tal limit of $ &1.69x10 is compatible with,
and better by an order of magnitude than, that
obtained from the neutrino reactions which
are classified as Processes (i)'~' in the first
paragraph. There are also other processes,
(ii), ' ' with even better upper limits than the
present one; however, those reactions involve
both muons and electrons, and where both I.e
and L& conservations are violated (aL = 1),
the mechanism could be different.
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for these reactions. Assuming that the ratio
of detection efficiencies between Rea.ctions (4)
and (5) has the same value, then the observa-
tion of one real K -~+e e event would give
1.6x10 ' for this branching ratio. As no events
were found, we do not feel that it is necessary
to make this correction, and with 65% confidence
we give the original figure of 1.5x10 ' for the
upper limit on the K —7t+e e branching ratio.

To estimate the significance of this upper
limit, we express the decay rate for Reaction
(2) in terms of that for K&3~ decays, giving"

I"(K -w+e~e+) =2)pI'(K+-n'e+v ),e '

Many experimental investigations of double-beta de-
cay have been carried out in the past decade, but no
conclusive evidence for the existence of either the
neutrinoless or two-neutrino double-beta decays has
been found. See, for instance, E. Fiorini, A. Puljia,
G. Bertolini, F. Cappellani, and G. Restelli, Phys.
Letters 25B, 602 (1967), who also list earlier perti-
nent references. However, according to the lower lim-
its on the half-lives set by those experiments, it seems
that the experimental facts are quite inconsistent with
the neutrinoless double-beta decay means that either
(a}~ =0 and &e & vz or (b) LU = 2 is also allowed but rn~
=0 and J~ contains exact V—A. For theoretical discus-
sions and also for previous references, see K. M.
Case, Phys. Rev. 107, 307 (1957); R. Friedberg, Phys.
Rev. 129, 2298 (1963); S. P. Rosen and H. Primakoff,
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ed by Kai Siegbahn (North-Holland Publishing Com-
pany, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1965), Vol. 2.
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If Reaction (2) were to proceed by a transition which
is second order in the weak interactions, its rate
would be much too small to be observed. Thus we are
studying the possibility of Reaction (2) proceeding via
first-order weak interaction involving no neutrinos
aud with

ICOSI

=1, la@I =2, and I~I =2. It is there-
fore a different process from that studied in nuclear
double P-decay and neutrino reactions. Note that if a
direct double P-decay interaction were possible for
M = 0 transitions, one would predict a nuclear double
P-decay rate which would be many orders larger than
experiment.

~~This represents approximately 10' of an exposure
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of the 30-in.' Brookhaven hydrogen bubble chamber.
This film is currently being analyzed for other pur-
poses as part of a Columbia-Rutgers-Stony Brook col-
laboration.

~2This number is consistent with the number of E
decays expected from 350 000 incident Z mesons with

an average momentum 220 MeV/c in hydrogen.
~30ne conceivable source of bias would be the fact

that in testing for momentum conservation, we used
the momentum and angles of each track assuming it to
be a pion. That this is not a serious source of bias
can be inferred from the fact that the transverse miss-
ing momentum distribution for all events had a width

of 10 MeV/c when all tracks were interpreted as pions,
and a width of 20 MeV/c when all tracks were inter-
preted as electrons. (The cut on allowed transverse
missing momentum was 80 MeV/c. )

~4This could conceivably arise because of differences

in scanning efficiency, differences in the reconstruc-
tion-program reject rate for electrons and pions, and
in other ways.

~5We assume that the transition matrix element for
(2) is the same as that for ordinary K~3 decays ex-
cept that the Fermi coupling constant Gp has been re-
placed by Gpp. Because (2) can only proceed through
IMI = a, I~@I =2 transition, the suppression of IMI
= a relative to that of I Ml = a amplitude in ordinary
semileptonic E decays has been ignored in this estima-
tion.

i6We have also estimated $ from the data of the K
experiment [U. Camerini et al. , Phys. Rev.

Letters 13, 318 (1964)]. Since one cannot differentiate
Z+—w e+e+ from K+—x+e e by a 1C fit kinematical-
ly (when the measured momenta were ignored), we can
therefore estimate that R & (8/9. 4) x 105=0.88x 10
which is in agreement with our result, R & 1.5 && 10
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Weinberg's first sum rule applied to the axial-vector currents is shown to split into
two separately valid sum rules if the usual assumptions concerning SU(3) mixing are
adopted. New relations among masses, coupling constants, and mixing angles are ob-
tained in the meson-dominance approximation, e.g. , Fff/Fz= 1, and the implications
are discussed.

Weinberg's first sum rule' extended to the nonet of axial-vector currents A &~(x) (n =0, 1, ~ ~ ~, 8)
l eads

fdm'[m 'p "'(m')+ p "'(m')] =s5 +s'6
nP o.'P nP o0 PO'

where s and s' are constants independent of n and P. The spin-0 and spin-1 spectral functions p+'(ma)

and p «'(m') are defined by the representation of the axial-vector-current propagator

(q)= ifd xe &O—ITA (x)A (0)10)= fdm [p (m )(—g +m q q )
n . 4 i,qx a 2 (1) 2 -2

p, V v nP pv p, V

+p (m )q q ]/(q —m +i&)+Schwinger terms. (2)(0) 2 2 2

nP V

[6 (q )] =M +II (q ). (4)

To discuss SU(3) symmetry breaking' it is con-
venient to define the (9x9) matrices

(q ) = fdm p (m )/(q —m +f.e)(i) 2 2 (i) 2 2 2

~P ~P

(i=0, 1) (3)
and to write their inverses, suppressing indi-
ces, as

Here M(~) = [6(')(0)] 1 is a constant matrix
and II (f)(0) = 0.

There are two basically different models for
introducing first-order SU(3) violations into
the inverse propagator matrix b. ~: (i) the
"mass-mixing" (or "particle-mixing") models

in which the mass matrix M is not SU(3) sym-
metric but contains an asymmetric part of the
octet type, while II(q') is SU(3) symmetric and
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